
Introduction to the new edition:

This story was recently ‘captured’ from a pirate media
Broadcast Station pumping out alternative feed some-
where in the Southern Hemisphere. 

Surely these historical reports, gathered by a new  media
journalist, were never meant to be exhaustive on the
subject of The Anarchivists and their exploits, nor on the
‘cinema of information’ launched by the Dubbers; rather,
we suspect that these histories were jotted down in an
attempt to log the ‘raison d’etre’ of The Anarchivists and
the activities that  led up to the insane Post Media
Blanking Era, where we’re at  now. 

Since the worldwide retrofeed immolation loop
knocked out every Eco-Dub Station User in 2009, Mantis
(the primary source of this report) has disappeared from
all New Media Stream Broadcasts, and it is not clear
whether he is still in possession of the portable hand-
held satellite uplink dish (which still contains the sev-
ered ‘hand’ of The Mantis himself!)--but he is out there
somewhere, using old copper-wires and tv-tubes, hop-
ping from Greek boats to gas-lit islands, attempting no
doubt to hack into this mainframe of encryption working
against us. In any event, we expect this story to come
blasting over your underground decoders any day now,
but mind you don’t flash your Eco-Dub User Card to just
any on-the-run Anarchivist dishing out hot feed--that
nubile multimedia information monger could be an Info-
Op COP!!

--Digital Documentarian 664.22/7
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“There is no more history...its all here.”
--Marshall McLuhan



--Dub Statement captured by Mantissa at Feedhorn N.96; 2007

T h e r e  e x i s t s
a t  p r e s e n t  a n

Absurd IMBALANCE Between Consumption
and 

the much displayed IMAGE of Consumption
Especially Within the THEY LIVE (We Sleep)

Popular Media Culture’s RECORDING, DISTORTING, DISPOSING, RESELLING
all that information you need(ed) to know (then), which we know NOW is

s p a w n i n g
A ‘CULTURE’ OF 

C Y B E R - C O N S U M E R S .C Y B E R - C O N S U M E R S .

we eat ourselves and we remain hungry

Because we are SHOWN it is so 

With hard and soft ware that has been around since 1985, we began to
COLLATE, INPUT, and CATALOG open-ends of information in a media work-
station with the capacity to create its disenfranchisement/dysnarrative. You Too
can apply principles of Βyζα nτινε , Oriental, SSaannsskkrriitt, alchemical
and original cut-up techniques to Achieve Life/Text Illumination.

i n f o r m a t i o n is currency

But It Is Totally Inexcusable To Fall Victim To Its Poverty/Piracy, In/De flation.

BE AN AAAANNNNAAAARRRRCCCCHHHHIIIIVVVVIIIISSSSTTTT

Use Photographs, MOVING IMAGES, TEXTs, s  o  u  n  d  s , music,

PHILOsophies, PORNOgraphies, Artworks--the whole gamut of

‘Information’--and approach it like The Child In Kindergarten; making

brushstrokes and punctures with The Brazen Brilliance of Someone
Not Under Control.

EE CC OO - D- D UU BB
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An Interview
with

Mantis
of

E c o – D u b

“The urban experience has become untellable.”
--Mantis at inauguration of first Eco-Dub Station; Paris, 2007



Introduction for The Reader:

I first met Mantis during Eco-Dub’s PLANET SWEATSHOP tour--a series
of ‘multimedia swap-meets’ which began with a handful of computer notebooks
tied to a satellite feedhorn outside CIA headquarters in Virginia, and ended up
two months, five-hundred cities and “seventy-thousand new dub entries later” at
an ad-hoc earthstation crammed inside a kiosk in Thessaloniki, Greece.

Eco-Dub’s name stems “from a post-mortem exhumation” of the Greek
word ΟΙΚΟΣ (pronounced “EE-KOS”), which originally meant home, or
residence, but whose original context, taking into account Hellenic practices of
hospitality, translates into ‘overnight stay, with food and blowjob.’ The notion
of a creative home for information took root in the early nineties when non-
linear read/write technologies were revolutionizing the way corporate
information was administered. Concurrently, ‘New Media’ publishing houses of
alternative, socio-critical fiction hyper-linked themselves to live data streams
and began broadcasting over satellite, blurring the boundaries of authorship,
marketing, fantasy, reality, contained media and ‘on-line storytelling. These
‘info-bordellos’ provided early opportunities for the infant Anarchivists to com-
mingle with the latest shreds and fractured distillations of ‘Avant Trash’ culture.

According to Mantis, Eco-Dub is “the world’s foremost repository of
cultural debris” whose charter aim includes “retrieving the exquisite corpse of
culture through image, sound and text.” Their Shaman-Head-Hose techniques,
based on Jungian, Aboriginal, and Native American traditions of ‘dream
engine’ theory, have been officially employed by such diverse public agencies
as Amnesty International, Third World Eye, Hellenic Face Retrieval, and the
US Congressional Action Committee for Cultural Redefinition.

Anrak Ruin, Native American multimedia historian, Congressional
Redefinition Witness, and author of Marching Backwards into The Future, has
studied Eco-Dub’s ‘Consumer Ethos Ingrainment Broth’--famous for spilling
over with a relentless variety of commercials, car emblems, game-shows, road-
side holograms, shopping-mall muzak, etc.,--and after interacting with the mate-
rial at an Eco-Dub Station, concluded that The Anarchivists had ‘proactively
redressed’ the ancient clinical madness known as ‘Psychasthenia’--in which an
individual (or an entire race) is unable to distinguish between one’s own body
and represented space.



Despite corporations and politicians characterising the ‘dub-heads’ as
“fraudulent greens” and “Superhighway Robbers,” Mantis has publicly
capitalised on such attempts to discredit them, saying: 

Eco-Dub’s on-going interruption/auto-regurge tactics, and basic policy of
‘spending’ corporate banks of privately held information, has vaulted to the fore
such New Media Centurions as The Primal Dub Houzer, DK, Dr. Info Exhaust,
banned pop-star/Anarchivist Athena Darling, and Mantis himself, considered
the mastermind behind the ‘electronic divination’ of Nikola Tesla, infamous for
his seven-day reign as Simulated President of the USA.

The first Eco-Dub Station I visited, and from which I appropriated most
of the imagery presented in this article, is located in the University library of
Boulder, Colorado. I met several Anarchivists there, some of whom have spent
over five years “compiling, defiling, and hallucinogenrecizing” the largest
indexed data pool in the history of recorded information. Celebrated Stream of
Inquiry weavers such as Jean Luc Godard, Simulated Lincoln, and ‘La Lectrice’
Avital Ronell kinetically cross-reference their works-in-progress with users in
such hitherto remote locations as Kodiak, Alaska; Mexican Hat, Arizona; and
the island of Patmos in Greece. 

If you live in a Media-Free Zone, where ‘info-mixage,’ ‘media-appropria-
tion’ and ‘product identity obfuscation’ are FCC misdemeanors, there are other
ways to get Eco-Dub on-tap. Eco-Dub is still carried by Satellite Erica, and can
be found at a 2.36 degree angle during odd hours with most portable dishes.
There are also a plethora of interactive CD-ROM products available from Info
Leakage Group in New York, and Friction Connective in Paris, both of whom
offer real-time interpolations of actual dub-streams. The best recommendation I
have is for the reader to visit any Eco-Dub Station anywhere in the world, and
witness/create the thing him/her self.

“no signal, no sign, is atoxic, but to call Eco-Dub a “bunch of crack-
pot media-ecologists” is to drape a kind of environmental color over our
substance; which is infomatic. In response I’d say the electric dollar is
no longer green--its blood red...so long as society continues swallowing
the impression that everything is ‘covered’ in this massive uncovering of
select imagery, Eco-Dub will continue to houze [sic] that essential
absence we know is all around us, but have only begun to see.”



Pt. 1
Streams Of Inquiry

(Whole Lotta Dubbin’ Goin’ On)



“When these pregnant walls separating the viewer from
the flood of images of disasters, trademarks, wars, fash-
ion, science, magic and art burst open and become the
images of disasters, trademarks, wars, fashion, science,
magic and art; then you have Eco-Dub.”

--DK on Eco-Dub 1998; Compu-Stream Interview

In a self-mutating press-release posted by Eco-Dub last Spring, the
following message appeared in the Bulletin Board section of The Electronic
New York Times:

Eco-Dub
is the FIRST PUBLICLY OWNED and OPERATED
world-wide NETWORK of SOUND and IMAGE

BANKS
The ECO-DUB ’Action Libraries’ function as 

ANAR C H IVAL R E P OS ITO RY 
& 

C R EATIVE WO R KSTATI O N

ECO-DUB is the ‘Boneweeping Solution’ to today’s plethora of
‘Information’: NEWS, SCIENCE, RELIGION,

ADVERTISEMENTS, ART, MUSIC, FILM--now there is a way to
Channel, Houze, and 

Freely Reconstruct the CULTURAL SIGNS that Claim to Be Us.

remember:

“THE TURN OF THIS CENTURY’S WIRELESS INITIATIVES
were KILLED by famous ‘Inventor’/Manufacturers...

CNN, AT&T, ETC.,
Prepare to eat OUR imagination

as we reveal THY CULPABILITY obscene
through the illuminated manuscripts made from

your own limbs and skin”

--DK in Multimedia Court; 2006



Then as the story goes, their ‘bulletin’ became a snarling Montage Matrix
--violently permeating the entire electronic newspaper--leaping about ‘skip-
stone style’ across monitors worldwide--allegedly dissembling into the virus
that spawned the Great Media Blackout of ‘97. Snaking onto the desktops of
four-hundred million stockbrokers, an eerie voice rose from their blackened
screens; from Wall Street to Bangkok, Black Elk’s shamanistic vision spoke in
eighteen hundred languages and perfect Mad Ave font:

As an editor for The Digital Umbrella, I had the opportunity to speak
with one of the founding members of Eco-Dub. Mantis’ remarks concerning the
mysterious group are revealing, especially in the wake of the test-case lawsuits
filed against them by the Media Protection Agency, rumoured to be the right
arm of CNN. The popularity of their anti ‘InfoEstablishment’ stance, reminis-
cent of the 1960s counterculture, has alarmed such ‘info-brokerages’ as the
FCC, the CIA, Motorola, The Library of Congress, EEC’s Waves & Standards
Commission, Reuters, and MicroSoft.

The Anarchivists of Eco-Dub have initiated the most bewildering lawsuit
in history, in which the main defendants; Edison, Marconi, and Westinghouse
are indicted posthumously for “dictating communication policies driven by
manufacturing kickbacks at world-wide psychic and environmental expense.”
The plaintiffs, registered as Planet Earth, Nikola Tesla and Eco-Dub are using a
standard Eco-Dub Workstation slaved to Eco-Dub’s ‘Psychasthenic Archive’ in
Prague to prosecute their case.

The damages they are seeking read more history books than a sum
amount, and their evidence is presented as an ongoing newsreel tracing the his-
tory of cable-laying through the eyes of ‘Simulated Tesla’. These stunningly
convincing multimedia ‘grievances’ have made The Technology Trials one of
the most politically poignant Eco-Dub shows ever broadcast, and even Time
Warner has been unable to keep up with acceptable courtroom counter-visuals. 

B e h o l d  
a  s a c r e d  v o i c e  

i s  c a l l i n g  y o u ,
a l l  o v e r  t h e  s k y

a  s a c r e d  v o i c e  
i s  c a l l i n g



One grisly suggestion put forth by William Kuntsler is that the Edison
estate breed a clone-race of mutant worker/gardeners to “bring down all cables
worldwide, obsolete, under construction whatever, and plant forests of moss-
laden hyper-chloraphyllae in their place.”

In an exclusive interview conducted at their Headquarters in Northern
Greece, Mantis, Eco-Dub’s spokestext source, reports to us on the origins of the
Counter-Media(ocracy) Movement (CMM), Info-Socialism (IS), The Simulated
Tesla, and Zack Zajack--the ‘barnstorm founder’ of Eco-Dub--killed nearly two
years ago in a suspicious retro-feed at their Paris dub station. 

During our interviews, Mantis always appears in a genderless sea-
weed covered body armour, whose dazzling display of triangular and trapezoidi-
cal housings increases his body size by about fifteen percent. His ‘sample-fed’
voice--composed from the live appropriation, and ‘digital alchemizing’ of active
media streams, was originally designed to conceal his identity and discourage
interviewers from broadcasting his potentially expensive, ruinous and plagaris-
tic comments--but for our interviews was switched to ‘local’ mode, so that I
was able to record his natural speech patterns without hyper-mediac interfer-
ence. 

Mantis is probably a tall thin man about 30 years old, a definite by-prod-
uct of the post-post modern condition. When he pauses to think or angles his
diamond-shaped head to speak, the effect is unsettling, as if some ancient insect
intelligence has stirred.

On ‘Anarchivism’

“There was a time when we dropped it altogether, and I now find the
term stale and misleading--it lacks the dazzle, the historical do or die--the
hallucinogenric quality of the work itself. The early Anarchivists were seek-
ing real knowledge through an open archive of history, rather than from
within the corporate sponsored (privately manufactured/ publicly present-
ed) fragmentary ‘vanishing body’ reports spinning in the moment. We felt
the absolute need to throw the visual/text bones of the culture onto the
floor and reel in their pattern. 

The only ‘Anarchivist’ in the old-school sense of the word--who hasn’t
been retrofeeded out of existence--is DK. Although primarily a sculptor, DK
still lays down the best anarchivist stream on the first pass of anyone who
has ever sat down at a Dub Site. Witness his Ancient Cuneiform Flip-Top
Mattress File. 



Traditionally, artists and seers were the only lightening rods we had to the
future. With Eco-Dub, in what the corporate world calls a ‘multimedia author-
ing environment’, Anarchivists articulate the storm condition inside an open
mind, injecting infinite numbers of thinking, feeling assistants into a stream
where research, materials, and the swirling mass of cultural debris re/de/com-
bine into glimpses of a future we need to get past, pronto.

I’ve seen people at the dub site moving through
those eras like post-explosion bomb-squadders
looking for clues--exhuming scraps of promise,
glintings of things that reminded us all of some-
thing...somewhere else.

--Athena Darling, Anarchivist; 2006-2007

The Dub Station

The world weans dispassionately on everything from full motion video
coverage of three Gulf Wars to interactive ‘Crime-Bust’ reality programs. An
end-user enters the Eco-Dub site, which might be located in a public library, a
university, or an ECO-DUB BROADCAST WORKSTATION, and if more is
required than the repository contains, instructs the young Anarchivist as to
whichadditional diskfiles are contemplated. 



An individual has desire, and that is what fuels Eco-Dub’s system. Desire
is what standard Information Disseminators fail to address. If one simply
has to re-present the Info/’tainment/mation/mercials of today, one can do
that by ‘gurging’ the capture-station ledgers in the direction(s) you want to
go.

Technology has never been in the hands of artists, anthropologists, arm-
chair philosophers, E-sc(h)at-ologists, mad-poet writers, musician-thinkers,
or aids-victim artists until now. Eco-Dub’s active repositories enable these
blood agents to work their magic and take part in the Great Cultural
Redefinition joyride like never before. 

The entire history of, for example, wooden bridges is available in vari-
ous presentations:

photo/chronologic 
photo/compositional 
photo/by region
photo/elemental
photo/under construction
photo/without people 
photo/under sun
photo/under ‘adverse’ weather
photo/with life
etc.
sound/day
sound/night
sound/with people
sound/without people
sound/by element
sound/with mechanisation
etc.

I remember a sign we used to have for the new Anarchivists, to keep
them on track at the dub site. It was very simple:

Y(our) history 
is now dubbed 

(eco-style)



Position Wanted: Media Capture Agent

To perform the duties of an entry-level Anarchivist at any Eco-Dub
Station is fairly easy. 

What you need to have a feeling for:

1) recombining imagery (history)
2) creating positive flow (e-motion) 

3) alchemizing chance (heart)
4) renegotiating knowledge, anaesthetising it from itself (wind) 

5) respecting the foreign...the difference (eyes)

A fourteen year-old girl who now specialises in images of flight described the
system’s uniquely positive effect 

“when you’re really cooking, what you’re left with is the rhythm of

the heat, the fantastically sexual march of life itself.”



Most of the Anarchivists around Eco-Dub were young girls.
Sitting concentratedly at their consoles, hands gracefully
turning the giant zircon wheels, their eyes blazed as the
cacophony of images and sounds whizzed by. Their job: to
‘sort it all out’ by the ‘weight’, ‘texture’, ‘feel’, and of course
the ‘nature’ of the image or sound. Any woman over nine-
teen was most likely an end-user, librarian, Dub Specialist,
researcher, ‘Tainment-Masher, Professor, Info-Op, Sab, or

outright Hacker; it was the young girls who seemed most apt to ‘get lost’ in the
various streams of possibility and mix it up.

Boys were best suited to promulgate the obvious: They were good at com-
piling action sequences, swamp profiles, motorcycle parts, fang-cataloguing,
etc....but this does not give even an inkling of what those early days meant to us
fledgling Anarchivists, and at the time we had no name for what we were doing.

Re: ‘Spacing’

A term I prefer for what I do now is Trace and Re:Space. When I trace the
history/historicity of a person, place, habit, fashion, institution, thought or idea, I
know I am not being definitive in my gathering--that would be a paradox--for the
work, by Eco-Dub definition, is never done. You are at best a gardener planting



rhizomatic bloss-seeds, the crop eventually blooming by the nanosecond at limit-
less locations worldwide; an instantly retrievable, malleable harvest, replicating
and medicinal.

The ‘spacing’ part is how the images, texts, sounds and disappearances flow
together. When I encounter a disappearance or knowledge-gap, and label it so, it
is a challenge to relegate it to a two-dimensional absence, rather than a philo-
sophical black hole that absorbs all around it. 

One such case occurred while working with the infamous SEX FEED, for which
we were houzing all relevant imagery and sound. One particularly distressing
‘missing scene’ was the feeling of sex; sexual intercourse--having your cunt/cock
sucked--the high in the back of your head reeling upwards in a spark through the
laughing tension in your genitals, in your whole body--in your imagination--that
essential animal/anima aspect was missing. I knew it was essential, and some-
thing to work on, so I tagged it with a standard ‘Scene Missing’ card, but later
that day noticed that despite the abundance of porn, erotica, visual and textual
essays on male/female/sex/legs/lust/faces/thighs/stockings/ biceps/ankles/
lips/tremors/ejaculations/mouths/napes/smiles/earrings and shag rugs, a
pronounced absence made all that was next to it seem lacking.

The Sex Feed



One day DK came into the Work Station--he had just finished
the Eco-Dub logo, which at the time was created from partly
melted computer notebooks. He was interested in progress being made in
many areas, and brought with him a specific entry for SEX--it was an image
he masturbated to as a kid, one of “thousands” he kept under his mattress.
DK spent a few days hunting for this picture in the back-issue warehouses
of Manhattan: He remembered it appeared in Oui magazine, around 1974.

The image was of a woman sitting on a bed, back arched, her legs
spread, a bowl of creamy dip beside her dark pussy. Head tilted back, lost
in the moment, sucking the cream off a finger, pressing her hara tight with
outstretched palm. DK and I transcribed the image to disk, then entered it
into the stream of sex. While scrolling around, he came across a black and
white ‘to emplace’ card. 

“Scene missing,” he mused, “why not WHIRLWIND E-MOTION
GRAB IN EFFECT--select heart/etc./throbs NOW!” It was soon after that
he developed the ‘on-fly E-motion-capture’ aka WHIRLWIND OOZE pro-
cess to fill such gaps. 

Theatre of Eco-Dub & Ambient Creation Network

The first Dystopic Knowledge and Cultural Rapresentation Events were
held in the Eco Dub Forum. These psychasthenia-busting performances continue
to evolve in the Eco-Dub Theatre of Appropriation also known as the ‘VIEW-
ER’s WIRELESS TESLA COIL’. 

Eco-Dub

BROADCAST
INTERRUPTION



Many of your readers participated in those early on-line sparring matches:
The Porn Files vs. The Commodities Index; car ads vs. world
health fact-sheets, ‘ecologically oriented’ World Wildlife Proposals
vs. Peter Beard’s Dead Man’s Wallet, Eco-Dub’s Surveillance
Feedhorn Interruptions vs. The Ministry of Defence’s Heat-Seek
Footage. It was within this interactive matrix of disconnected pop culture,
that many a participant lost their ambivalence towards the swirling material
before them, and developed a hard-on to effect its implosion--to ride out
through the boneyard of referential exhaust.



Natural filibuster material for these jousts in the Forum were
the Lone Artist Studio Feeds. These ambient views of
work spaces, from Rauschenberg’s complex in Key west to Larry River’s barn
in Zijuateneijo, were alongside about a million artist and musician studios of
unknown origin. Together and separately their work-habits, total silence, and
evolving artworks gave rise to the most significant Shaman-View creation
base we’ve got going: The Ambient Network.

Exploding Limo Group’s Warehouse Emission Feeds, broad-
cast from an abandoned Linoleum Factory on the Lower East Side, were the

first Artist Space Signals to take over more than three bands of airwave.
Interfacing with artists worldwide, these ambient views will not be broken for
the history of each workspace.

Eco-Dub’s approach to divining the future through a Connected Artists’
Vision Experience (CAVE), is in violation of the Waves and Standards
Digital Content Directive, which makes the continuous broadcast of artist’s stu-
dios the largest outlaw signal to be carried by satellite.

...tuning into DK’s ‘Skull  Rupture Workspace’
was like watching subway platform ambi-cam...when a
white horse tumbles in, proving the whole thing oracle.

A M B I E N TA M B I E N T
N E T W O R KN E T W O R K

Z  E  V



Spontaneous ‘Pornage’

The Ambient Creation Network was our answer to Scotland
Yard, The U.S. Department of Highways & Byways, and a host of
other Big Brother ‘public-service’-type organisations who continue
to offer up their ambi-cam surveillance to the newscasters of the
night. Traffic flows, the weather, fires, riots, accidents: From high
above, the wide view of our lives began taking on 24-hour cover-
age-shape. Continuity became the nightly spy-cam/porno-image
of our blood flowing to work late and clotting up on the way
home. Anything out of the ordinary--a hitchhiker, lunatic long-
hair, stray dog, car-jacker, the guy leaning his head in the window
asking questions--was now (soon to be) another Famous Bog-
Monster of Smearing Darkness: flaring lights, something in his
hand--the pixel-report carnage--voices muddied, blows, pile-ups,
train wrecks; all strange, live, distant.

Shout Box Surveillance

Towards the end of ‘96 we heard that Scotland Yard and the Los
Angeles Department of Transportation were simultaneously
installing a kind of low-tech laser controlled, voice directional
boom-box loud speaker system on top of their ambi-cams so they
could “shout” at anything illegal occurring down below. The
newscaster appropriating these live feeds officiously pan/zoom/tilts
the rig, having rehearsed the joystick sequence during the haze of
the day: Camera 84 on M-1 tilts to show oncoming, Bowery pans
left to reveal action outside men’s shelter, 63 pans right for bridge
traffic--commenting on the visuals with the same abstract com-
merce-speak as the weather forecasters; “all clear...disturbance...best to
avoid...” 



The legitimacy of early Shout Boxes was jeopardised by the very Voices of
Authority who commandeered them. It became increasingly apparent that the
broadcasters were appropriating the sophisticated police surveillance-cams
merely to entertain the audiences at home. 

Trouble below during a routine traffic report and Melody acti-
vates The Box; says, “let’s SHOUT ‘em out!” then fires the sound-
barrage: Newscaster’s Patented Voice, Imitation-Mother/Priest’s Voice,
Weirdo Distraction Noise, or most commonly “YOU! YOU DOWN
THERE,” onto the scene. 

I remember bringing a load of exploding sculptures
with Zack from his farm in Connecticut
and hearing on the Megapolis
beltway the Shout Boxes
make this weird kind of ‘hog-
call’ to the cars--there was this
‘Ahhhhhgggnnn’ tone coming
from everywhere, then all the
cars blasted their sound in
answer, knowing they’d be
included in some kind of enter-
taining spot, many of them proba-
bly watching their own anonymity
on the in-car telly. I’m sure some of
those spectacular wipe-outs were pre-
meditated--check out your own triple-
fatal on the 5:45--a surefire way to
knife yourself in and out of existence.

M a s t e r s  o f  a n  a d - h o c  i n f e r n o ,  t h e y
g a v e  u s  a b s e n t  e y e s  t o  w a t c h  o u r -

s e l v e s  t o i l  i n  t h e  a r b i t r a r y  s e t t l e m e n t s
o f  o u r  a n o n y m o u s  u b i q u i t y .

A s  d o t s  s t r e a m i n g  i n t o  t h e  s e a ,  

w e  s i m p l y  h a d  n o  v o i c e .



The necessary extra spin on these Network Surveillance Entr’Actes
occurred when the Stations enabled viewers at home to call in and be
heard by the street-bound illegals themselves. I remember an overturned
oil truck on the M-40, the bewildered driver walking around in the spill,
dazed, looking up and getting barraged by everyone from Leggy Blonde
At Home screaming “roll in that slick, daddy, make me SICK!” to a three
hour filibuster from a Greenpeace guy in a rubber boat waiting for whales
with the Japanese. 

Not only could you watch the highways polluting your life--you could
send your own voice over the droning horror right onto them. One day
we realised that if these systems were in place during the LA Riots, we
would have been the first audience to ever shout itself seeing.



The Document Gymnasium

As more and more Eco Dubbers went on-
line, their favourite knowledge discovery playpen
was the Document Gymnasium. Once in the Doc
Gym, it was possible to run with just about any
state-of-the-art broken-field document-arian: from Macedonian text/file history-mongers,
to illusionist-attractor moving mine-fields like the fractal-infused, anonymous mock-chil-
dren’s book we called British Stone Farmhouse Envelope. It appeared like something out
of a Saturday morning cartoon; a big stone farmhouse, kooky music; birds flying around,
the windows and door forming a face--but once you got close it reeled around presenting
its flipside--that of a perfectly pristine white envelope--somehow confrontational, post-
modern, lit like some Robert Wilson set--its envelope seal plastered tight. It was not
addressed to anyone, and held the unsexed attraction of both black hole and pandora’s box.

The Farmhouse Envelope was the first to ‘rob’ Anarchivists of their own electronic
storehouse--often mutating an opponent’s operating language into that of someone
experiencing brain-seizures or a bad acid trip--but once in the Gym everyone was
there to get a good workout, and during that kind of Road Warrior ‘sniff and plunge’
info-fare, they knew their streams were there to be penetrated; that new anima crea-
tures had to be born, slaughtered, replayed, compressed into mutant rhythm tracks,
hyper-boosted, slaved to AT&T stock-lines, crypted over BT teleports, triggered by
unsuspecting shoppers, and sent out in world-wide ‘mule-gation’ over fortune 500
monitors--and that to let-or-get-blood Gladiator-style might launch it all straight into
Eco-Dub’s Swirling Bulletin of Hyperbolic Histrionics in The Gym.

Rhizomatic Farmhouse Envelope Saboteur

Because of the mass corruption of data resulting from their jack-in-the-box hijinx, the
author of the Roving Farm House Envelope has not been confirmed, but I’m fairly certain
it was the Swiss outfit RHIZOME SEEK. Their magnetic wrappings and electronic
sea anemone envelopes posed real challenges in competition, for the recipient had to
inject his or her own stream deep inside just to see what was in there, yet once inside, the
fractal-undertow sucked-in and completely distorted their own stuff--bop-appopping it like
electronic glucose in some raucous blind-date kidnap trip. 

To maintain your own library during such an encounter was impossible: You had to let
it be corrupted, expand, hang out with the thing, make all sorts of creative and illegal
associations, recombine, maybe do a little broadcasting, then just sneak out during a lull.
It became synonymous with Anarchivism in general, because the consequence of the
chance encounter was both infinite and available in small packets, ready for sending.



During The Eco-Dub Symposium of ‘98, DK, using a three sided
librarian’s riding-crop, revealed how these anonymous rhizomatic
letters could be opened, dazzling the cybertheatre with what he
called the first “interactive software prison-break in Doc Gym his-
tory.”

DK was there, waving this weird magnetic wand around, when the
envelope suddenly broke its seal--the lip going into convulsions like
Hollywood shocker erectile tissue sputtering possessed. Then it stiff-
ened--the glistening glue seal strangely exposed; naked, dripping, dis-
tended. He coaxed some of the clear resin onto the wand and sam-
pled it, when the envelope violently began contracting in heaving,
shuddering waves. From within the white unknown, the steady
release began: an infinite emission of cherubic info-fracts floated

high over the Colosseum--a remapped Mary Poppins dust of torn-page
eunuch envoys, each a blank faced Techni-color Disney bubble say-
ing, “hybrid me... hybrid me...” 

It gave many
an audience
member the

chance to fly
up there, do

the dance
with the

thing, and
then

just...mellld.



Window Of Electrical Presence

Described by Media Appropriation pundits as the definitive “barnstorm
index” of everything that is going on, DK’s Scattered Hourglass was his daily
montage of all feeds actively pumping through the Eco system. His knowledge of
the types of material coming in, their multi-inter-
pretational patterning, and the inherent rhythm of
each line, made DK’s ‘afternoon backdraft’
transmission an indispensable part of Eco-Dub’s
expanding contextual library.

There were so many great operators
supplying us with feeds from every
forum: Stock Exchange seats, car manu-
facturing board-rooms, whorehouses,
telephony lines, faxes, teletype, porn, corporate quick-time in-house
office-jokes, deal memos, life or death communications, jail sen-
tences, satellite-traps, anonymous video feeds, soundtracks--plus the
thousands of Eco-Dub Streams of Inquiry that were in progress--and
DK knew basically where everything was, mixing it together into hit
after killer hit of this breakthrough liquid culture (over)dose.

Watching the rain of torrential activity fly over your screen was
like having all the gurge-taps blow through one window. It was as if
DK tossed a magnetic picture-frame through the air, trapping per-
fectly meldable fragments of everything that was airborne. It offered
both a clear impression of what was happening, and a
hallucinogenric account of what we were up against.



The Recording Angels

With the advent of Personal Digital
Accessories (PADs) in the mid nineties,
it was possible for developing Eco-
Dubbers to house raw material on the fly
and in the field. These ‘Digital Hoovers’
worked in unison to capture all imagery
on public display in a given week, and
put it on-line for disburse-ment. Areas of
life which were previously taken for
granted became ‘prime-time’ Eco-Dub
fare. 

Reporting on the latest situation in book-
stores, for example, a team armed with
scanner and video-camera could cover an
average store: titles, displays, shoppers,
cashier transactions, selected texts and
blurbs, in little over fifteen minutes.

“The background has become the
backbone-- all that Sound and Fury
signifies EVERYTHING!”

--Mantis at Dub Site in Prague;

Using portable scanners,  digital  cameras,  l ibrary
lines, electronic pencils, these young, freaked-out 
human tape-recorders sucked-in 
and digitally ingested 
everything that 
screamed out 
the NOW.



Sidewalks videotaped by The City Scribes revealed intricate patterns of
decay and renovation. Linked to Eco-Dub’s Electric Blacktop, these
videotapes were assembled into a continuous stream so that as more
and more ‘Street-Walker POVs’ came in, one could navigate continuously across a
city; East London to the West End, Manhattan to the Bronx.

It was now put together like a kinetic painting--you could finally
see something real about difference--class, social demographics; the
concrete laws of jungleistics .

Self-Styled Anarchitects captured thousands of ‘Dachau Villas’ on their
field recorders, sending back to the Dub repository the watchtower-like low
income housing structures of welfare estates worldwide. Over 2 million entries
currently comprise Your Purpose Built Dachau Sprawl,
most structures dating back to the early 1960s and 80s.

We took those Anarchitect Streams, some of which
were holographic, and retrofed them straight into the
conferencing links, video recorders, wall screens, car-
vids, and communication decoders of randomly select-
ed corporate groups, so that these executives could do
nothing to rid themselves of the baneful imagery. In
most cases the image-spill was so relentless that they
had no choice but to track down the actual housing
complex, get those people out of there tear the thing
down apartment by apartment, and at that point
they’re so obsessed with the site--the way the boxed rooms jut into the hori-
zon--how the windows of the exterior staircase are these violent holes looking
in-and-out-of nowhere--that they would employ the greatest architect they
could find to build something really fantastic. These forced renovations her-
alded a new form of urban planning--somewhere between Agit-Prop Dream
Situationist and Reconstructionist Levelling. 



Many Anarchivists developed complex, controversial tech-
niques for studying what was going on in their cities before
ever improvising at a workstation. In their attempts to ‘histori-
cize’ behavior and experience, they used, and in many cases
mass-tapped world-wide networks of technology and surveil-
lance. 

What differentiated these people from other Anarchivists was their ‘life-
dose’ attitude towards sucking in experience--appropri-
ating all channels to accomplish this aim.

Agape Someil and her Three-Eyed Sonnets Of Gesture
utilised three stolen industrial surveillance cameras mount-
ed on a bicycle to create triptych ambient portraits of peo-
ple in public places: Banks, street corners, bus stops,
laundromats, all became stages for her Theatre of The

Unconscious. The cameras focused on specific thirds of each person, transcribing
every nuance of isolated body language with the gaze of an experiential gram-

marian: Legs, feet, hands, mouth--all were given rapt, broad-
cast attention. The trisected histories were publicly coalesced
when she cemented the stacks of monitors to the sites where
the scenes had taken place. The triadic studies were played
back in sync, forming documentarian odes to lost urban
moments--a generic title such as 52nd Street, NW corner,
3:27pm; New York City, all that defined the piece.

Ambient Terrorism

Her transaction lasted only four minutes, but her movements have become immortal.

Her work gave rise to one of the first ‘Surveilled Superstars’--
this woman signing a check at a Chemical Bank on 79th Street: flex-
ing up on tippy toes, shoes falling slightly from her feet, elbow occa-
sionally resting on the cool marble counter, back arching now and
again, dog’s leash binding round her calf, legs stretching her velvet
pants, she shifts weight from one leg to another, tummy absently
pressing against the fake walnut counter. 

‘Chemical Woman’ was seen by Bernardo Bertolucci, who tried unsuccessfully to track her down,
but had her gestures transcribed through Labonotation for recreation in his film The Note Taker. 



The Crypt Crackers

As more and more of the invisible world got sold off, we realised our own
psychic terrain was being silently apportioned, stratified, packaged and
regurgitated. The Crypters were the locksmiths of the airwaves--jimmying
the sold window for all to break into.

When the Federal Aviation Administration cordoned off the Flight-Band,
encryption safeguards became a highly policed concern. The Crypters blatantly

disregarded these directives, setting up their giant screen, chromium dish, and
spectrum shuffle ‘illucidators’ in public places, where they displayed whatever
was currently airborne in the region, assigning seemingly alive, combative
powers to each captured signal. 

On the streets, their signal traps
provided ‘Open Signal Graves’ for
wave disturbances, and even a
drone of cricket menace could be
tuned-in and fractally infused.
Crypters gave a physicality to oth-
erwise unseen events; from the
slithering tail of a Ukrainian
transmission’s escape, to a big CIA data mongo moving through.
Their bigger-than-life presentations explored the very signals that
were passing through people’s bodies every moment of the day.

Often they bridled the Radio-Wave Surfboard to their
‘Devices Criptique’ and ‘surfed’ across College radio bandwidths
nationwide--from New York to Boulder on the fat FM; from
Austin to San Francisco--hot dogging over the wildest terrain out
there. You could cruise over the ‘high-freak’ peaks of AM, past the
KU bands of Intelsat until finally there’s nothing out there but lost
television sig, and pockets of old Morse.



CCTV Hijack

In the mid-nineties a craze of bizarre performance erupted before closed-cir-
cuit television cameras world-wide. Surveillance Theatre, initiated by Sir
Veil--a night watchman turned
Eco-Dubber, transformed the
ambient feeds tapped from
banks, public toilets, cross-
walks, pharmacies, elevators,
airports, roads, lobbies, sub-
ways, police cars, school
yards--all monitored locations-
-into cyber-settings for a
myriad of ‘rhizomatic
narratives’. Operating from
wi th in  t he  su rve i l l ance
brokerage Security Alert in New York, Sir Veil ‘gurged’ a 5,000 channel
feedhorn straight into Eco-Dub’s matrix. The resulting ambient appropria-
tions have come to represent the first wave of ‘Info Desovereigncy,’ and directly
contributed to the US Government’s call for the Proscribed Media Blanking of ‘99.

BO N E W E E P ‘98 was the first closed circuit highjack theatre pieces
launched on an International scale. I remember directors from Portugal to
Moscow with their teams of ‘surveillance artistes’ standing by, waiting for our
switcher to cross lines with AT&T. When we got the green light, thousands of
feeds usually carrying ambient drone came alive with purposeful weirdness;
spurious killings, fake muggings, Grand Guignol accidents--performing with
surveilled co-stars was like being an electronic hobo--using the Info-
Autobahns as high-speed rails to hitch rides and tell stories on. It was a
month-long staggered performance, with a lot of side-show mayhem
to throw the Feedhorn Inspectors off our narrative track. We ended
up calling it “Lost Report”--it was like some authorless Birth Of A
Nation--thousands of establishing shots, a cast of millions...all these
anarchic narratives dissipating into plain old ambiance.

Broadcasting from the workstation in Thessaloniki, DK streamed
thousands of these feeds through pattern-recognition shuffling devices
calibrated to Eisensteinian, Kubrickian, Tarkovskyian and the Dub’s
own patent-pending Shaman Head Hose editing techniques. For their
piece de resistance, the Paris Dub Site retro-fed the ‘agit-ambience’
back to the surveillance source, making it impossible for night-watch-
men and the Feedhorn Police to distinguish whether there were new
infractions occurring--or if it was just more ‘corrupted batch’.



The Documenterrorists offered what they called “a lexi-
conic foil to the news/byte/ l i fe trend of populist

voyeurism.”

We hooked up with these wire-tap guys from the Ministry of
Defence--real freelance James Bonders--and acquired their entire
cache of feather-weight video bugs. They came on paper sheets like
microdot--each ‘dose’ a literal door of perception--a way of main-
lining the culture through the head of a pin. 

A surveillance dart, fired into the weave of a mohair sweater wrapped
around the hips of a twenty year old girl for example, offered a potential 24-
hour rhyzomatic schematic ‘life of’ ambient display of all the potentially
viewable sights, sounds and activities of a ‘typical girl’: on holiday, on the
road, on the rocks.

Surveillance Darts

Documenterrorists fired micro-cams onto their targets: halter tops, sun-
glasses, hand-bags, car windshields--ordinary surfaces in motion became kinetic
broadcast sites run by unsuspecting ‘Lifers’.

Contrary to reports which paint the Eco-Dubbers as fringe, green, and ‘anti-TV’,
what has occurred on television has fuelled the Anarchivist impulse. The early
nineties saw a burgeoning (and bludgeoning) of ‘reality based’ programming,
whose basis was in ‘dramatic life-happening’.

A copied reality was soon replaced by a captured one: Veiled under the ban-

ner of anonymous sociological investigating, the public was sold into an econo-
my of instant drama, ‘directed’ by pilotless cameras, video-voyeurs/vigilantes
and the ubiquitous Cam-corder Man--all in search of life’s hideous bounty.



Panties, Condoms, diaphragms, cock-rings
--those little ‘fuck-cams’ revealed the most pornographic images

we ever saw--that’s what led to the FCC crackdowns.
Teams of ‘Darters’ surreptitiously mounted microcams on subway cars, high-heels,
make-up compacts, overnight bags, wristwatches, riding crops; any spot surface that
could offer immediate ‘hot feed’. Innovative launch-sites included a contact lens, sushi
knife and Congressman’s pen. People, places and habits never seen before were suddenly
on electronic display providing the ‘raw data’ Eco-Dubbers have become notorious for
using

Documenterrorists corrupted wholesale goods with sequin-sized cameras called
‘Crocodile Eyes’. Disguised within materials, these wireless lenses were assembled into
products by unwitting factory workers, and attached with front row centre view to dil-
does, cocaine spoons, bibles and women’s underwear. The so-called ‘in-situ disclosers’
feed the Dub Streams for the whole of their reporting life, which in some instances lasts
but a few frantic moments. Using pattern recognition techniques and a baseball cap
infested with dub-bugs, Anarchivists determined that the number of cars a pedestrian
encounters during a 20 minute walk about London averages around 500 per minute.

Each ‘report’ yielded much previously missing story--everything
from the ‘three day passing’ of a 16oz steak to the fuck habits of a

high-school teacher.

COMPANY ITEM RUN % CORRUPT ORIGIN

Intel
Ford
Sony
Chanel
Armani
Trojan
Sega
Warner

COMPANY ITEM RUN % CORRUPT ORIGIN
The Gap Ladies Jeans 10,000 rear pockets    45% Mexico
McDonalds Hamburger Meat 1,000,000 cows 35% Guatemala
Happy Snaps Photo Lab in situ (film gate) 100% England
Mattel Barbie Dolls 5,000 units 50% Taiwan
Foxy Lady Womens Briefs 500,000 units 5% Puerto Rico
Plastik-Fantastik Sex Dolls 10,000 units 35% California

Courtesy: Eco-Dub Operations; 2007



Wave Wars & The
Media Blanking of ‘99

By the mid nineties, it was
virtually impossible to exchange
information over the air in confi-
dence unless you had a mainframe of
encryption working for you.
Politicians, calling their mothers on cellular phones saying, “Mom, I’m outta here, I
just wanted you to be the first to know its all over,” became instant laughable has-beens
because the reporters would ‘gurge’ the calls over the air with cellular scanners, incor-
porating the facts, the spin and the actual call into one heavy put-away.

It was the accumulated effect of all these simulations: surveillance theatre, look-a-
like newscasters, bogus ‘live’ interruptions, mock-coverage, retrofeed emissions, and
Eco-Dub’s interactive way of ‘using’ information like a hard drug, that threw

everything ‘reported’ into an area of acute question.

During the month of mayhem leading up to the Media
Blackout the air became privatized, wave bands were
fortressed, and a group of Sound Interventionists called
the MOOGERS unleashed the ubiquitous Wave
Worm onto an already overloaded and seething
airspace. 

The Worm created this sickening rumble, like
you get from a diesel truck losing momentum, then
flooring it right in front of your house...it had such a
devastating acoustical architecture, that when broad-

cast, it set off car alarms within a 100 mile radius, and caused computers to spawn
the infamous ‘Rumble-Fish’ virus. I think the signal was encrypted with some con-
valescing broken application which caused info-banks to appear to inflate, like
weird, sunburst balloons.

Waves and Standards took care of the Moogers with an audio-mirroring cannon,
but they couldn’t address the whole emerging condition of technological subver-
sion. Soon it was out and out Wave-War...you’re there at the airport with a

five-gig hard drive over your shoulder, and they whisk you aside--degauzing the
thing on the spot. 

Eco-Dub became synonymous with Exhaust Sucking, 
Public Porn, and Drugs.



In the first two minutes of the Wave Wars alone, Eco-Dub reported the loss of over
thirty thousand banks of information; approximately one thousand Streams Of
Inquiry, and eighty nine Thesis-Tanks In Development. Importing information to
the dub-sites became a risky business, and the penalties for doing so, enforced by
The Media Protection Agency, were extremely severe.

Media Blanking was a way for governments to roll back the tapes
and say “OK boys, lets take it from the top,” hoping that by the time
the system was up to speed, Waves and Standards could close down
the glitch-heads. Ironically, this ‘cut and run’ directive allowed the
Download Generation to dispose with all the mixed signals they’d
been getting for years: Parentless and unclaimed, the sterile reporting
of their own cultural dissolution was mercilessly ripped to shreds and
cauterised--a sleep mask all that remained of 100 years of history.

Pumping Microsoft

The live tv scene really flipped around ‘98, and there’s a
satirical bit Exploding Limo put on a while back, which
captures Eco-Dub’s take on the whole scene...

At this point in our interview, Mantis scrolls through a disk on his portable dub-
houzer and we find an early Disembodied Broadcast. Exploding Limo, aka The
Contextualists were “subject to Retrofeed Termination” during the crackdown on
On-Line Terrorism. Media Regulating bodies ruled ‘information-impersonation’ a
“threat to individual assimilation”--yet countless 20 second ‘hyper-irreal’ reports
played for years before retro-feed retaliation knocked them, and many of their site-
licensed servers, off the air forever. 

What follows is a transcript from an Ex-Limo news-spot, broadcast from a
hidden spigot within the Media Hacking Station in Megapolis. The dialogue is
between Mantis and DK, both impersonating Worldwide Info-Ops:

Armed with blank tape, they looked to uplink to a
past worth projecting.



EXT. FEEDHORN ARENA. DAY.

HARD CUT to MANTIS and DK, dressed in Info-Op regalia, stand-
ing in front of the Media Hacking Station. The building, alive
with thousands of black dripping oil funnels all writhing in
unison, gives the appearance of some monstrous urban sea-
anemone. 

INDIVIDUALS, ANARCHIVISTS and FIREMEN, move about with caution
and intent.

INFO-OP (Mantis)
You Eco-Dub people have your archival feeds spouting
into the problem area right now, don't you?

INFO-REP (DK)
Well yes that's right, Jim; major info-ducts, image
spouts, Shaman-Head Hoses, whatever we could spare
are aimed right at the consumption anomaly, transub-
stantiating the knowledge-base of at least 12% of
this crowd. What's printed on the underleaf wash is a
giant three track message, which we think better
addresses the root-stem of the problem.

INFO-OP (partly off-camera) 
Ok, we can get Hector for five in Ammstraad...Oh,
yes? a message? What! What is it?

INFO-REP (background noise rising)
Well, its difficult to decode into straight audio,
but I suppose if you analyse it, slow it down to an
image-frag, contemplate the space indicated, you
would get the definite impression that it reads some-
thing like GET THE FUUUUCK OUT!

CUT TO:

EXT. MEGAPOLIS ROAD. NIGHT.

[Mock Infomercial]

GUY drives SINGING along to Megap Radio. 
Pulls into 'GAS' station pumping MICROSOFT.

DRIVER
Gimme three-hunnert bytes industrial
base.

ATTENDANT (incredulous) 
Yo, man...we gots the Dub.
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“All times and places exist under electric condi-
tions...We call it nostalgic.”

--Bob’s Church of The Subgenius



Pt. 2

SIMU-TEZ for
PREZ

or, 
Intelligence Divined

“He’s already using seventeen of my patents.”
--Tesla on Marconi’s first transatlantic Broadcast. 



The ‘Simu Tez’ testimony plays continuously on Eco-
Dub Courthouze, and is President Simulated

Kennedy’s favourite show. 
The designers of Simulated Lincoln 

are already insisting Abe study Tesla’s  ‘halluci-
natory imperative’, and predict he will integrate it
into his first National Electronic Address--some-

thing like a modern(ist) Gettysburg.

“Let the future tell the truth and evaluate each according to
his accomplishments...



“It was as if the Virtual Visionary
were starting from scratch--
having to redesign and brush
aside all the devastating indus-
trial developments that cropped
up during his absence.”

--Psychology Today Interactive

Interrupting America’s
Communication Nation initiative,
satellite feeds around the world
were “hot-wired and taken for a
goddamn joyride” by a broadcast
intelligence far beyond anything
from this century, yet distinctly
belonging to an era of the past.
During the entire television
season of 1999, up and
downlink transmissions gave
way to a kind of ‘sidelong
wretching’ which no engineer
could coherently diagnose.

These bizarre transmissions were his
way of sifting through the airwaves and
tuning into the 
culture--Tezzy’s initial firestorms 
of ‘anarchival activity.’

Let the future tell the truth and evaluate each
according to his accomplishments... t h e  p r e s e n t i s theirs ,  the
he future ,  for  which I  real ly  worked,  is  mine.”

--Nikola  Tesla ,  1906



In 1894, inventor Nikola Tesla foresaw a world communicating with “handheld
electric libraries”, through”waves on the air”. His discovery of electromag-
netism came in a Bavarian park as “a waking dream of my Goethe poem made
flesh.” The poem featured the karmic ronde: “round, and round, and round
again, so this time, soar!” and left Tesla in a trance drawing the AC motor with
a stick. His electromagnetic proofs were rejected with derision by his then boss
Edison, whose government sponsored DC power, though wasteful and danger-
ous, would prove to be far more lucrative for fulfiling industrial contracts for
cheap labour, strip-mining and deforestation. “You’re still a Parisian,” Edison
told Tesla, “when you become a full-fledged American, you will appreciate
an American joke.” In what turns out to be the most expensive joke of all, the
patents which Edison and company rejected over 100 years ago, fuelled the
telecommunications revolutions that swept the mid-1990s.

At the Technology Trials, Tesla’s grand entrance as resurrected being was the
public’s first formal exposure to the simulated man. In his Victorian Bleeker
Street garb, giant wireless lightbulb in hand, perpetual shower of voltage blast-
ing all around him, his courtroom appearance became one of the End Century’s
most poignant and haunting images; like a character out of Dickens, Eliot,
and 2001; Tesla, seemingly himself, wheeled forward in this mobile oxygen
tent, his 19th Century tails trailing astride the wheelchair, looking like E.A.
Poe, his Serbian accent expounding with foreboding certitude of “exhaust-
ed air,” “radio beam stabbings,” and “those maddening, inescapable hums.”

“Why go with information and selling when you could have gone for that w
hich you cannot know or have? POWER! ELECTRICITY! NATURE! You h
ave all poisoned yourselves in so little time...Edison was a donkey--he shoul
d have gone wireless like I told him. ‘Copper mines,’ he kept saying, ‘Natio
nal contracts’ bahh! Look where it got us--we could have gone telepath-
ic!” --Simulated Tesla’s ‘black box’ remarks made at City Hall, 1999

The Simulated Tesla: 1856-1943/2007-



Carbon Dated Futures/Scientific Porn

We collected all his documents from the
University of Colorado, The Library of Congress and the war-torn Serbian
National Archives. Hundreds of ideas and devices were registered with the US
Patent Office, some dating back to 1850. Nothing was yet stored
on electronic media--the paper literally crumbling in your hands.

In his archives, we uncovered project descriptions, dream-
equations, iambic numerologies, ejaculation trajectories, cosmic
ray devices, satellite technologies, solar power, radio beacons,
the electron microscope, ultra sound, alternating current, and all
these inspired proposals for ‘wireless cities’ written to Edison
and Westinghouse. Scraps of paper, schematics, wireless light-
bulbs: Everything was carefully logged by J.P. Morgan’s daugh-
ter, Anna. She DUG him something unbelievable: There was
this Citizen Kane-type News On The March outake where she rolls her
eyes saying, “he sparked my bone like a Vishnu lightening rod!” Tesla used his
cock as a ‘cunt-ductor’--polyphasing her pussy into a switchbox gone haywire.
Their tight fucking generated enough current to power their favourite street in
Amsterdam for over a year.

Tesla’s ‘Power Porn’ research gave rise to his whole Wet Charge line of inquiry,
but lost him his favour with the hitherto sympathetic Scientific American, and his
chair on The National Board of American Scientists. Mark Twain, constant
friend and ally, is known to have practiced Tesla’s sex-energy theories with
Harlem prostitutes in his ninth-street home--often teasing him about “goin’ for
spark,” or “sparkin’ the cerv.” All of Tesla’s ‘Orgasmic Turbine’ projects are
suppressed even today as ‘scientific pornography’.

The Technology Trials



The most successful litigation stemmed
from Tesla, Kuntsler, DK and Eco-
Dub’s cache of surprise Simulated
Witnesses jamming live on the
Courtroom Hybrid.
We sent the files practically untapped
straight into the Hybrid. Tezzy had such a
special relationship with waves: He could
feel the signals before they even hit the
screens; when he spoke, the images

blasted through the courtroom like heavy-metal guitar orchestras
burning out our words.

As a warm-up to demonstrate the
principle of ‘energy-wrangling’, Tezzy
took a pair of INFO OPs’ video cams and
‘splayed’ their feeds all over the wall, at
one point turning the psychedelic tumble-
wash onto the media-gallery itself--the live
current spilling through his hands like elec-
tric eels--multi-coloured and thrashing. He
spoke of ‘commingling disparate energies’
and played up their pornographic imagina-
tions, attributing “true pornography” to The Info-Ops themselves,
whom he characterised as “blind alleys in the 19th Century
meaning of the phrase.”

Kuntsler nailed the military, taking NASA with it, getting them all
on Willful Dystopia, Designed Psychasthenia, Technology
Rip-Off, Corruption of Copyright, and in the case of SDI’s ‘STAR-
WARS’, the freshly coined (from some recent Kathy Ackeresque liter-
ary piracy case) “Perverse Appropriation”.

Award: Pattern Recognition Mainframe by Westinghouse

During the Tech Trials, Eco-Dub’s witnesses included an ad-hoc alliance
of countries determined to secure awards for their own rapidly displacing cul-
tures. A formal distinction was made between “biological manifestations of
conglomerate influence” such as tooth decay among infants, and a “psychologi-
cal looting of cultural identity”, or the confusion between oneself and the
‘anthropomorphic product stimuli’ scattered throughout one’s environment later
known as “Psychasthenic Displacement”. 



France lobbied the heaviest, with their all-powerful Societe Connaissance
Perdu going head to head with the Westinghouse ‘Wide-Boys’. The government
think-tank project ‘Melange des Philosophes Verite’; a virtual amalgam of
Jean-Paul Sartre, Antonin Artaud, and inventor Louis Pasteur, provided testi-
mony for the French side. Westinghouse, under cross-examination from the vit-
riolic Montage Hybrid itself, could take no more, and as the corporate represen-
tatives were found to be “perpetuating an exponentially digging-out-hole,” it
was determined the only solution would be to “jump in avec les autres,” and to
‘eat the pig’s ass-hair”--an ancient Arab proverb.

In compliance with the court’s ruling, Westinghouse awarded Eco-Dub,
on behalf of the original Nikola Tesla, The International Digital Pathways
Network--the Ferrari of On-Line Broadcasting systems. Upon receipt of the
block-long main-frame at his lab in Prague, Simu-Tez was quoted as saying, 

“at last, 

open architecture, Con-Glom style!”

Elect The Wave-Man

During the elections for the US Presidency, 80% of the nation voted
electronically from home. The week before New Hampshire, Eco-Dub began
broadcasting “TECH-TRIAL HIGHLIGHTS”, promoting Simulated Tesla as
a Jeffersonian phantasm “with his finger on the pulse of electrical presence.”
“With one glance over either shoulder, I can see the beginning of time,” he
said, “I can holographically retrieve anything from history instantly, and use
it towards navigating a future beyond your wildest dreams.” Tesla ingeniously
retrofed his name onto the ballot, and the voting public, fully expecting to see it
there, voted for him en-masse.

When the consumer was officially pronounced
consumed, all sorts of global reps emerged to claim a
piece of the dead consumer body--to put it once and for all
out of its alive, fresh, young--kicking ass misery.



As those running for office warned of a “dub related conspiracy”,
the public sensed these hesitations were but the knee-jerk reactions and
paranoid delusions of scared men.

Don’t vote for the Simulated Man...It will be the death of this country,
perhaps the whole planet. This thing is not even a robot. He, or it, does
not have an actual thought in his head--no less any feelings...Look at his
track record--he was robbed of billions by people he knew!...guy was a
dreamer/loser.
--Senator McCrack during the 1999 Presidential Campaign

As the results came in and nations worldwide began to realise that an artifi-
cial intelligence was going to run the United States, seismic waves of information
surged across data-lines, some countries liquidating their entire storehouse in
moments in their efforts to leverage themselves against other countries or build up
an effective counter-intelligence of their own. 

The famous live feed of Tesla on election night revealed him staring into the
nightime sky, absorbed completely in the spontaneity of a Rocky Mountain lighten-
ing storm. As white blasts of light exploded about him, he remained unmoved,
seeming to read the fate of himself and the world with each new thundercrack.

To those watching at home, no one knew exactly what he had in
mind, but they could tell--these were big things--changes which
would transform the very nature of what had become a practically
feudal existence.

Down Go the Wires--Up, Up, and Away!

In The New Century Tesla destroyed much of the work he had ini-
tiated over a hundred years ago. Even if his Presidential directives had
been carried out--the earth completely de-wired, de-radiated, and indus-
trially repurposed;
every television, cel-
lular-phone, robot,
micro-wave, stealth-
bomber and car-alarm
remov-ed from the
planet--it would still
amount to eliminating
less than one percent
of his patented tech-
nology. 



With Kuntsler, on behalf of Eco-Dub, Nikola Tesla, and Planet
Earth, we filed against Edison, Marconi, Westinghouse, Imperial
Cable & Wireless, AT&T, CNN, NASA, McDonell Douglas-- the
whole lot of First, Second, and Third Wave Technology Brokers.

...when Tesla’s spacecraft took the last of the power lines away, he instructed
NASA to let the chief De-Wiring rocket orbit the earth with the cables trailing

behind as a kind of
“Jung ian  C lock . ” You
could see it at night, the
Trans Atlantic cable burning
the brightest--molten insula-
tion dripping a fiery froth
like it had just come out of the
ocean. 

First day in office he’s like a bat-outta-hell-with-a-rocketship; pulling the
gaze of technology right out of its eye. After his first mission, Eco-Dub
and our archives were purely backup--Tezzy had cut the umbilical cord,
and was feeding off the teat of electrical presence.

...one day Tesla gets his hands on some meters--ultrasonic detectors,
portable EEG machines, spectragraphs, and immediately begins check-
ing stress levels related to high frequency TVs, idling taxi-cabs, diesel
engines, lawnmowers, jackhammers, computers, power-lines... After the
de-wiring business, he measured people a second time for electro-stress
and cancer--that’s when he announced the Post Industrial Psychasthenic
Erasure Method (PIP’EM)--which largely functions on the process of
elimination. 

...you’ll be out in
the countryside,
power lines in
your field of
view--when sud-
denly the pylons
burst out of the
fields--taking off

into the sky--’pop, pop, pop’--exploding one by one--ripping up the meadow like a
bursting seam; shuddering away into the sky, the wire screaming like sheets of steel
thunder--giant clumps of earth, cement and iron falling to the ground...These tiny Eiffel
towermen connected in a line, gone crazy--lifting off forever--green fields clean in
their wake...Earth obviously more than ready for a wireless start...Rockets finally
doing something drastic. 

Tesla’s seven-day
‘Reign of Simulation’ remains the most

anomalous in history.



President Simulated Tesla personally commanded six of the
nine ‘Operation Daisy-Chain’ missions during the execution of
his DE-WIRING Mandate.

It was during his maiden voyage and with profound
outrage that Tesla crashed through a three-mile long advertise-
ment for a soft-drink. The humongous ad, launched by Pepsi in
1997, was one of dozens of orbiting bill-
boards displaying 12-second promotional
sequences. The signs in question, “DRINK
PEPSI”, were part of a two-phase elliptical
campaign--the billboards launched in stag-
gered orbits so that the public would keep its
eye glued to the nightime sky in anticipation
of the message-feat’s closure.

Orbiting Billboards Crashed by President

Tezzy’s rocket, ‘Erasure 1’ went right through the quarter-mile ‘kern’ between
the “S” and the “I” of the ‘PEPSI’ sign--shattering a hole in it the size of a football
stadium. He was so incensed by the Big Sign interference, that he spent the remainder of
the mission intentionally crashing the ads, leaving them like giant slices of floating swiss
cheese--pieces of words riddled with holes, dangling images flipping and glinting in and
out of deep space.

With Tesla’s estate cashing-in on
about a million patent distortions a day,
and his ‘energy distribution’ philosophy
kicking-in, he’s totally remapping the plan-
et, he’s more popular than any President,
government agencies are humbled by his
brilliance, and people are designing their
own cities. 

--Athena Darling, Rock Star/Anarchivist 2007 



Polysexual Rilke

One of President Simulated Tesla’s first
actions in office was to appoint Polysexual
Rilke to his cabinet, and in another astonish-
ing move, place him as Head Of Production
for NBC. Two months before Simulated
Rilke’s first press conference, specially pre-
pared excerpts from his Letters To A Young
Poet were broadcast nationally, placed before
and after the weather-breaks. The Rilke
Encryptions were ‘bi-packed’ over the broadcast by a subcarrier font-delivery system which
‘played’ the text in the language spoken in the viewer’s home. Rilke’s words appeared like
ticker-tape over washing machines, clock radios--any device with a Liquid Crystal Display
that happened to be within infra-red ‘earshot’ of the viewer’s set.

So many concepts of motion have had to be re-
thought, that it will also come to be recognised,
gradually, that what we call destiny comes out of
people, not into them from outside. Only
because so many people, all the time their
destinies were living inside them, did not absorb
them and transform them into themselves, have
they failed to recognise what came out of them;
it was so strange to them, they supposed, in their
confused terror, that it had come out of them at
that very moment, for they had never found any-
thing like that in them before. Just as for a long
time people deceived themselves about the sun,
they are still deceiving themselves about the
motion of what’s to come. The future is station-
ary Dear [PROMPT: VIEWER’S NAME], but we
are moving in infinite space.

Polysexual Rilke Interruption; 2007

During a week of torrential rains in Hungary, Production Head Rilke,
under e:Mail instructions from early versions of Virtual (Paul) Valery and
Convincing Cocteau, memoed the NBC execs to ‘stretch the weather report to
the finitude of description,’ then lay it over the news as a kind of ‘oracle
wash.’



One night we were feedstorming the Media Hacking Station, when sud-
denly the paintboxes, Harrys, Quantels--all the Chyron-stuff went nuts --
chortling out these digital snatches from The Dueno Elegies. We never
saw a Rilke encryption working from the inside; text-shard cut-ups flash-
ing through status-report windows; players stuttering, misfiring; cuing on
hopeless gurge. The only way we got out of there was by posing as Leak
Surveillers tracing down the infection. 

Simulated Man Ray (Laser)

Eco-Dub’s ‘Virtual Personae’ made as much of
an impact in The New Century as they did in
their own time. Simulated Man Ray, who imme-
diately changed his name to Simulated Man Ray
Laser, was no exception, making his ‘debut’
through a fortuitous insertion into the space-
based advertising world, somewhat reminiscent
of the original Man Ray’s early days with
Harper’s Bazaar. 

In what amounted to the largest covert appro-
priation of media-channels since World War II,
The Tesla Administration made across-the-
board media-buys in the print, billboard, and
television markets. To transmogrify the
imagery on display, Man Ray soaked the varied
signs and signals in an emulsion-drenched clay,
then baked randomly captured street scenes and
‘broken’ satellite-frames onto their calcifying
surfaces. Using an inkjet printer the size of
Manhattan, Simulated Man-Ray resurfaced

some of the most expensive advertising projects ever launched, including
Microsoft’s famous space-based Alfred E. Newman robotic emulator, whose human-
sounding voice could be heard across the stratosphere saying, “Whaaat me
worry?” I’m going Miiiiicrosoooffft!”

After being alive for only about an hour, Tezzy makes this note in his
digital diary: “advertisers and manufacturers practicing some form of
cultural harvesting.” Moments later, Presidential Directive 663 lays
out the plan to the Man Ray team: ”TRANSFORM ALL EXIST-
ING ADVERTISEMENTS INTO ANCESTOR FIGURES OF
IMAGE-SPEECH”

Sometimes the original advert bled through the Man Ray crust, like some tattered
flag from a derelict empire; hyped-out, and long-forgotten.



The New Lang Animatics

The Tesla and Man Ray team literally ‘tapped in’ to the public
unconscious by inventing an organic camera capable of capturing visual sequences
from the mind’s eye. After much research, the first Psyche-O-Graph images were
transferred to a computer-based energy storage medium
similar to an electronic orgone box. 

There were these magic-lantern late-night screenings
at The Whitehouse with Tesla projecting visions from
our own minds--dream-sequences wholly unlike any
surreality we had ever imagined.

Twelve second sections from the ‘brainstorm’ films
were converted into giant holograms and placed across
the country alongside ordinary billboards. 

As one drove across the desert, or cruised
from one mall to another, the metallic sheen of
the dream-footage-in-motion seemed to be ingesting the flat insinuations
poised alongside. They were like Grand Guignol players in a Theatre of the
Ridiculous--the new psychic dose emerging like a bog-monster coming
in from the cold--full oflife and drug-energy, while the other sleeps in
this perpetually drugged, never-getting-off kin of hype-paralysis.

There was this billboard pro-
jection they had running for a
while called ‘Kids of Coca-Cola
Nation’ where Simu-Tez ran a
live mind-feed off Peruvian peas-
ants as they wore 1st-world
imagery on their eyes. 

The harvest and death scenes of
them fighting three different
armies just to survive turned into a

US-backed gunbattle that left casualties among sign-viewers worldwide.

From New York to Omaha, you had people getting wounded by the ‘mind-
fed ads’--whether it was from rocks sparking off 

the billboard or some other form of psychic bulletry, 
it all depended on the venue.

TTesla besla beegan arcgan archivinghiving
pepeople’s dreams andople’s dreams and
comparing them withcomparing them with
the cavalcade prethe cavalcade pre--

sentesented bd by advery advertisers.tisers.



I remember the building-sized Recycling
Stations--skyscraper coke-cans, New York
Times shanty-towns--all these dead product
placements posing as benevolent recycling
depots. They were like hungry monsters of
the consumpto-afterlife--forcing us to feed a
Ronald McDonald piggy-bank that wasn’t
ours. These centres were always alive with
weirdness--like around the Times complex,
you had these self-appointed junkie street
archivists, with their backlogs of collected
stuff--’Today’s sports, a nickel”, “I got half
a Sundays...can you spare a quaaarta,
sir?”

...you’d have a mongo plastic Mac ‘Cycler for their styrofoam
burger -boxes that was now a grotesque tankard made of var-
nished cow-meat--a flag/cannon, pointing skyward, chortling
out a perpetual stream of lard and disposable watches. 

All those consumption-factory Oldenbergers were converted practical-
ly overnight into Brancusian-style fear-objects by the Man Ray team.

While advertisers and manufacturers distracted the public with the dazzle
of cyber-theatrics--begging their often posed question; ‘is it now or is it
the future?’, the consumer, subsumed within the implosion of his/her own
time/space continuum, took refuge in the most abstract of the New Lang
Animatics--able at least to recognise a torn shimmer of organic process
somewhere deep within it.



Les Fleurs Du Mall

American Universities were
among the first to use Eco-Dub
Anarchival Streams as thesis-action
tanks where montage principles and
chance operations led to new forms of
reason. The Workstations are currently
employed by many university lecturers,
but only a handful actually use the sys-
tem ‘live’ during a class. 

It was the work of Berkeley adjunct
Professor Avital Ronell that provided some of the most persuasive evidence of
a ‘willfully designed psychasthenia’ at work in society. Using an in-class Dub-
Station, she tied together shopping mall surveillance feeds from across the
country, creating what she called a “sprawling landscape of pang” for her
lecture Maul Culture: Literary Surveillance.

Ronnel introduced the ‘dupe-cam POV’, in which a student from another divi-
sion is issued a video camera and transponder and sent to the location unaware
that his/her images were being viewed ‘on-line’ in the classroom. In a live Eco-
Dub broadcast set in a Mall north of San Francisco, she used a ‘dupe’ to “go for
chicks” while she ran Sonic Youth’s Les Fleurs Du Maull.

In class, these absent-author views of a mild, gestapo-driven Wonderland
were mixed with her ‘Dub Hits’; stock reports, cultural crit, The Butthole
Surfers, stockyard slaughterhouses, schizo-hospital interviews--she helped
make Eco-Dub one of the premier full-motion gateways to Fear and
Trembling USA.

She revealed the habit of a culture ‘dys-lodging’--people coming to
live like the advertisements themselves--for the moment, secure in
the electric comfort and hostless joy of The Big Borderless
Storehouse. The numbed longing within a shoutingly sated land-
scape was a living, breathing microcosm of what was happening out-
doors, where the product placements were not actual environments
you could live in, but sly commandments for such a life. We got
Tezzy to attend one of her lectures, and she invited him to go wireless
into the mall material. His immersion into the charge of banality was
such a shock to his interactive mind, that all he could do was shout
downstream of the signal, broadcasting over the PAs, surveillance
monitors, canned music, the subliminal ‘buy!, buy!’ tracks...it must
have been that fateful, digital plugging-in that drove him straight
back to the digital drawing board.



Tezzy’s Algebra of Manufactured Need:
Anthro + POMO + Morph + Phiction
(=)Anthropomorphictionalization 

In the spring of 1999, Simulated
Tesla developed a device for converting
visual stimuli (such as advertisements)
into their codified textual equivalents.
TEXT(Y)HED was sponsored by The
European Community’s Trance Witness
Revelation Lab in Holland, and provided
some of the first-hand evidence for what
is now commonly known as Cultural
Ingrainment.

Ads anthropomorphosed not only
the product, but our whole

ambivalence towards the product world. Its a drama that can never
fully play-out, because it happens in a theatre all its own; production,
control, promotion, consumption--it all became lived as non-stop the-
atre, with us the actors starting to morph into the products themselves.
It was like we finally said “wait a minute, if we’re not the
authors of this cocammamie script, why are we paying to
live it?”

Most of the slogans coming through Tesla’s decoder were what you’d
expect--phrases like: This Is This, You Are You, You Need This To
Be You(r) Need--but some of the slogans were totally unexpected--
things like: Your Vagina Is Lit or (Our) Time Is (Your) Mistake;
Drug Your Brother’s Wife; Your Body Has Disappeared--Now
FEED IT...and most infamously for the car manufacturers: You Are A
Dead, Living Product-Machine--Now Drive!--unbelievable things,
which shocked everyone, even the advertisers.

Tezzy demonstrated his conclusions on Eco-
Dub’s DARWINIAN TIMEBOMB MIX, after which
Congress invited him to present his findings to the House. 



Hard and soft sell fell by the literal wayside for a more effec-
tive mind-wash technique--one designed to influence habits
and ingrain customs PERMANENTLY into the culture.

Tezzy proved that the advertisements were working as a distinct clutter of
commands, whose cumulative effects could be quantified.

Dr. Tezzy’s Diagnosis: “Loss Of Body Through Mirror”

Simulated Tesla was not only able to work and watch television, he was able to
work and be television. It was his unique simulated condition which allowed him to com-
municate directly with the ‘ghost in the machine’ and like King Arthur and Don Quixote
both, emerge from the labyrinth with the head of the writhing beast--in this case, a certain
‘mirror monster’.
Tesla’s experiments with cultural ingrainment required him watching the equivalent of 200
hours of television spots, five-hundred full-page ads, 700 billboards, five ‘corporate pres-
ences,’ 300 hours of college-radio--including 20 National Public Radio broadcasts, and two
Eco Dub Streams of Inquiry--all of which he took in during a single afternoon.

“This culture, to which we have been reborn, is
walking in its sleep through spurious gardens of
shouting mirrors. An obsession with cardboard reflec-
tions speaking gives one pause...is there not some
unnatural dream weaving into life? What was once
the rich, exotic tapestry of experience and imagina-
tion has been preempted permanently by a cumula-
tive series of impressions and demands, which have
nothing to DO with life--impossible dreams of
anthropomorphosing into the next product dose. The
requisite escape for the Individual is achieved only by the classically
estranged operating outside the social order of consumption--the ones tak-
ing illegal drugs, practising illegal arts, worshipping ‘strange’ deities, lis-
tening to subversive musics. Those who locate the mirror in fellow “out-
laws” and not in the arbitrary immersion into their own (non)reflection
are those who will be most able to spearhead the kind of changes we dis-
cussed with Senator Simulcast last week.”

--Virtual Philosopher Amalgam memo to Simulated Tesla; Day 3



Advertisers showed cars taking their drivers out for a spin.
Using products as vehicles for the old tired narratives, ani-

mals, plastics, and morphed-
out foodstuffs were placed in
the driver’s seat--prompting
the question, “Who’s driving
this machine?!”

Way before Tesla, we came to
realise that everyone had fallen
asleep to the distinct sucking
sound of the Dragon’s tail entering
its own mouth. People had lost the
power of criti-

cal thinking, going along with the premise that a
simulated existence was more ‘bottom line’ than
the real thing. The walls between consumer,
product and lifestyle disappeared altogether--it
was now simply a matter of daily immersion. 

Images raced to catch up with the culture,
which raced to catch up with images--the animate
and inanimate spinning out in an ever-widening
polysaturated continually starving market of big-
ger more ‘plugged-in’ promotions. With ads
referring to themselves and their inbred off-
spring, the street-bound Joe was like a performer

paying to see himself not appear. We
all had to wait, create our own story,
and hang around breathing exhaust
and microscopic tire chafe until the
cameras finally moved out of the
way. 

Everyone was so busy getting
plugged into the moment, that a
past was abandoned and a
future forgotten.

While advertising executives called themselves multimedia authors,
kids grew up looking at mom and dad in their logo-laden sweatsuits
thinking they really were born in a place called Coca-Cola Nation.



The Image Ingrainment Redirective

With The Collective Unconscious Ingrainment Act, advertising
agencies were deemed ‘passive conspiracy Image Ingrainers’, sharing
with the client/manufacturers all the near ‘Darwinian’ responsibilities
that now accompany the indictment. All the mind-control stuff
attributed to powerful corporations that was once part of science fic-

tion, critical studies and Marxist
philosophy was now official and
deemed retro and proactively
responsible for the torn state of the
post-targeted psyche.

When people finally began spitting
out the Eco-Dub
generated stuff
onto billboards,
bus stops, holo-
grams, and into
the airwaves,
product signs and
styles began to
lose their cool
sense of hooli-

ganism. When the ‘real’ ads occasionally broke
through--huffing, puffing, wide-eyed; fearful of the
angry satiric noise all around, they posed as rene-
gade signals--appearing like sorority girl pirates--
baby-faced poseurs modelling a defunct culture--
empty headed, forever fucked.

“The ‘liberation’ of the signal has forced a much larger erasure, taunting our
collective conscious to bite at its own eye. Teeth broken, the opacity remains--
the cables continue feeding through the encasement. I submit to you, as per-
sons interested in our Shaman Head-Hose Techniques and as members of
Congress, that until the viewer accepts responsibility for these images and their
deformation, the world, however wireless, will not make a connection, and your
precious ‘information’ will be too impoverished to broker.”

--Tesla speaking before the House Special Subcommittee on 
Electronic Shamanism; 1998.



Cyber Consumers Meet The Exhaust Suckers

Certainly Tesla’s most scandalous action of the 21st
Century--both as President and Inventor General--was
his development of the ‘lung-coat catalyst’--a bio-tech
vapour which when inhaled, permeated the lungs with an
active resinous lacquer capable of converting incoming
doses of carbon monoxide into the most powerful psy-
chotropic drug ever ingested. Reasons for the willful
deployment of such an apparently destructive, behavior
modifying substance remain enigmatic and philosophical

at best, and in no way satisfied The
Congressional Review Board investigating
Tesla, nor the populace at large, who accord-
ing to the report; “are continuallytorn away
from their daily lives, forced to observe and in
many cases participate in these vampirish
antics of self-immolation performed by the
exhaust-pipe drug-addicts and the sick ‘lung-
suckers’ who feed off them.” 

“He wanted to ellicit a mod-
ern-day catharsis--some

Artaudian spectacle inspiring fear,
pity astonishment--and he used
the car as a stage to present the
catylist-image that questioned it all; this sucking on  routine--
feeding on waste--sucking on invisible poison and thriving on

its nowhere ecstacy: It did throw, for a moment, the whole
overly produced image of consumption flat on its ear.”
--DK during The Congressional Inquiry on Simulated Tesla

The sight of junked-out, leather-clad, totally hot-looking steel-studded
boys and girls sucking off a car’s tailpipe and ‘getting off’ was too much
for the consumer-culture to bear--no less the car-culture... 



President Tesla’s introduction of the ‘Cultural Aberration Image Invention; A
Catalyst for Catalytic Catastrophe’ was to be his political downfall. A tremendous
backlash was seen from the automobile manufacturers, the Department of Tobacco
Alcohol and Firearms, as well as the FDA who all moved in on the strange
consumption-anomaly, wondering why they had
never considered carbon-monoxide a controlled
substance before. The Exhaust Suckers were neu-
tralised by a Federally proscribed thorazine additive
which consumers were required to put into their
tanks. 

He knew his virtual goose was
cooked. With what turned out to be his
final instructions, we got every data
recorder we knew of rolling; FBI multi-
track remotes, street digitisers, cash-machines...Without warning
he was violently retrofed right out of electrical presence. He left us
with a blueprint for the quantum chip--an optical relay that
functions telepathically on particles of unpolluted air. Its impossi-
ble to bring Tesla back--every frame of his existence has been
scrambled by spectrum-shift encryptors...all we’ve got now is his
cabinet of half-baked simulated mad-poet artist-astronauts.

Anarchival Footprints
Remain

Although Eco-Dub is under
Federal ban from Satellite and
Direct (Home) Broadcasting in
the United States, it is thriving in
many US communities on the
local level, where citizens are
voting to have Dub Stations in

their Public Libraries and in ‘Open Media’ Centres all across the country. It is also
required University curricula in Holland, France, Denmark, Greece, and parts of
Eastern Europe, and has been ’conceded’ international Satellite & Wireless links
under a restricted and unpredictable footprint span via erratic Satellite Erica.

Where the signal’s been banned, you can still feel Tesla’s retrofeed immo-
lation within the Eco-Dub trace--his energy encrypted remains continue
to speak as flecks of an ingenious trademark mapped within us all.



Afterward:
Mantis: New York City, 2002

ECO DUB

Broadcast
Interruption



Spur Machine

I last saw Mantis in New York. He was preparing for an interview on
THE MEDIA MAKER SHOW with Connie Chung. I asked why he had agreed
to appear on the programme.

“Eco-Dub’s got to have a ‘spokestext source’ seen in mainstream media
every now and again,” he said downloading some notes he had made on his
way to the studio, “Connie Chung exudes sublimated ethnicity, and her tow-
the-consumerist-line of media inquiry is a sitting duck for our brand of live
subtext explosion. Brando let her do him for similar reasons back in 1990.”

Like all
of his televised
appearances ,
this was an
Eco-Dub con-
trolled event.
DK was direct-
ing from
Thessaloniki,
p r o v i d i n g
Mantis with a
s p e c i a l l y
i n d e x e d
database of words, sounds, texts and images to be used for his unique ‘media
spigot’ responses. The Mantis interviews are infamous for their instant, live
appropriation of  media streams—literally ‘spouting’ out of Mantis’ head—and
cost networks on average over $50,000 per minute in licensing fees alone. The
large interactive draw, however, which includes film studios and satellite syndi-
cators, makes any payout well worth the investment.

Connie was required to wear a black rapper “Christian Dior gangsterism
hat” circa 1988, under the pretext of Eco-Dub fashion product placement. In
fact the hat’s band was wired with neural sensors which fed straight into Eco-
Dub’s Wave Research Labs where her bio-rhythms were processed and sent
back to the studio with an accompanying library of colours, images and sounds.
“Despite what they say around here, I love the Mantis interviews,” Connie con-
fided, “they take the ‘battle of words’ and ‘meeting of minds’ to near-physical
levels—we’re like two radios battling it out!” 



Mantis’ attractive assistant, dressed as an Exhaust Sucker, occasionally
ingested the fumes generated from the video-machines whirring throughout the
studio. Her thigh-high rubber boots provided protective insulation as she made
the final hot-wire links between Mantis’ voice-box and the ‘open gateway’ of
the building’s 15,000-line telephone switchboard. 

“We’ve got a radio-wave pump courtesy of the Crypters coming from a
gun somewhere outside the studio.” Mantis said, inspecting sections of his con-
structivist-style costume. 

“What do you have for back-up, in case these ‘media-voice’ links are
sabotaged?” I asked. He showed me the black-box mounted to the inside his
Mantis-head which he said was ‘loaded’ with Dub material; “Everything from
Charley Chan to Dick Cheney and Noam Chomsky—we’ve also just got a ship-
ment of curiosities from the British Museum—great for the old ‘can-you-give-
me-an- example’ routine.”  

Five minutes before airtime, Mantis steps into his steel-reinforced insect-
suit—a dazzling array of triangular and trapezoidical shapes—the effect of
which transforms the young man into a vibrant, bigger-than-life image of a liv-
ing sculptured high-tech insect-man. A make-up woman using a plant sprayer
misted him, the sheets of dark green japanese seaweed beginning to glisten and
become rank with an earthy, fish smell. 

About half-way through the show, it was revealed that a lot of Mantis’
odd behavioural gestures were triggered by an assembly-line robot in Detroit
putting foglights on 4-wheel drive Cherokee Jeeps. Mantis’ movements were
slaved to the electrical impulse of the assembly-line hand mounting the glass to
the housing. The tasks in Detroit were performed every forty-eight seconds, as
were Mantis apparently oracular gestures. 

Mantis’ arms again seized into a complex series of motions while DK flashed
live factory shots into the Mantis movement in real-time fluid match-cuts. As
the factory sequence began to take over and Mantis’ sampled-voice threw-up
everything imaginable concerning pollution and imagery, one could see the spe-
cial effects: the assembly machines were not making cars, but images:
advertisements, Rembrandts, Hockneys, Beethovens—the objects of the robotic
endeavours had been replaced by a sophisticated matte.

“Are you consciously manufacturing an
image of yourself?” 



After Chung herself appeared as one of the assembly-line
images, she morphed into the image of herself talking live: “I think its time to
show the audience what this is all about—these ‘Streams of Inquiry’ you keep
mentioning. Get your recorders rolling at home folks, because the government
is restricting this stuff as we speak!” She played some of the Dub streams, the
longest of which was two-minutes on the subject of ‘holes in history’.
Unbeknownst to anyone in the studio, including myself, Mantis’ legs were
booby-trapped with hydraulic ‘ejection-seat’ mechanisms, designed to trigger
from a word Connie might say. After the Stream of Inquiry, Connie said
‘ozone’, and Mantis’ legs shot into springboard action, catapulting him like a
monster-projectile straight through the roof of the studio. 

Mantis ‘flew’ to a nearby rooftop to be retrieved by a group of Eco-
Dubbers. Surveillance flash frames and a satellite weather-map were the only
glimpses broadcast of his arc, and the Eco-Dubbers awaiting him were wearing
Manti-suits, making police video-spots useless. 

Although they are on the run and must now log on from remote, untrace-
able locations, many
Governments, cultural
authorities and Univer-
sity coalitions still use
the Dub network despite
the quagmire of sanc-
tions levelled against
them. Surveillance is
still ‘just another
feed’—but in the hands
of a nubile Anarchivist
working on The Big
Anthro Mix, The Crash Tape, Exhaust Barrage, Money-Culture Fog-Hat, or any
number of the evolving Eco-Dub tracks, it all breaks into something approach-
ing discovery rather than “spurious zoo condition reportage.”

With Connie Chung laughing hysterically beside me, the sun streamed in
through the hole in the ceiling--backlit in the rising dust by artificial lights. I
looked down amongst the rubble and found an Eco-Dub user-card with my pic-
ture already on it—dug-up from the recesses of an image or article bank, some
traffic-light feed or surveillance snap--in any event, like everyone else, I was on
the Dub Network already and didn’t even know it.
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Reprographic Sourcing

All images in this article were accessed and uploaded from Eco-Dub’s Stimuli-Dilemma Workstation in
Boulder, Colorado. The following encrypted signature and ‘unstoppable index’ information was transcribed from the first
‘droplets’ of catalog hyper-links buried within each signal’s bandwidth. No attempt has been made to translate the Stream Of
Inquiry ‘Whirlpool Knowledge Nodes’ or any other transparent triggering devices designed for (electronic) Eco-Dub Nation
activities.

"Setting Of The Clock"; 1993; Barcode VCR Programming Menu; Technology Works; Track 31. Panasonic.
"Erica/Euro"; 1996; 1st Eco-Dub satellite; Marconi Systems; A Historicity of Dub; Track 86-88. Marconi.
"Mantis At Dubsite"; 1994; video-spigot snapshot from Thessaloniki; Hacking-Station Infiltration; Track 88. Mantissa.
"Starvo-Die-Off"; 1982; 35mm photograph.; A History of Adaptation; Track 44. Peter Beard. 
"Vertov Street"; Kino Eye Footage; “Man With A Movie Camera”; Real Life; Track 88.3. Moscow Film Museum.
"Hellenic ID"; 1994; anarchivist ‘Mantissa’; Anarchivistory; Track 66.2; Greek Ministry of Culture.
"Disembodied Broadcast"; 1993; Captured Frame from ME-DIA NOW! broadcast: STREAM OF INQUIRY.
"Garter Streak"; 1996; from "Electric Porno for Pyros"by Ovid Santoro; The Sex Feed; Track 766. 
"Compact Krypto"; 1993; Via Foto* (Thessaloniki/Boulder); VIA-FOTO Gallery; Track 5.33. 
"Sound and Fury” 1982; percussion artist Zev swinging large titanium cans; Ambient Studio Feed; Track 8. Amsterdam.
"License to Shoot"; 1993; dual carriageway camera speed trap; London; Hammersmith; The Exhaust Suckers; Track 88.
“Car(n)age”; 1994; Scotland Yard ambient traffic patrol camera; M1; NW; The Exhaust Suckers; Track 44.
“Spontaneous Pornage”; 1994; Scotland Yard Traffic Update; ‘Newsroom London South East’ The Info-Ops; Trk 55.
"Marlboro Riot"; 1992; Los Angeles Riots; Eco-Dub Video Whirlpool; Rip The System; Track 44.3.
"Goetz"; 1988; Via Foto; New York to Boulder; VIA-FOTO Gallery; Track 33.2.
"Just Meld"; 1979; Diary Collage by Peter Beard; Dead Man’s Wallet; vol 8, Track 17
"Cargo of Blasted Mainframes"; 1989; illustration by Nilos Southern; Stories and Words (they’re here and gone); trk 33.2.
"Vogue Madonna"; 1994; captured frame from Wireless Web of Sleep broadcast: STREAM OF INQUIRY. Track 4.
"Winged 3"; Captured Frame from ME-DIA NOW! broadcast: STREAM OF INQUIRY; track 664:
"Dachau Villa"; 1987; aerial view Bronx; ; from film Koyanesquaatsi; A History of Adaptation; Track 6.
“Map to The Stars”; 1989; Ripped piece of partially burned NYC Subway Map; Via-Foto; Zip-Code Bros. Track 99.
"Subway Surveillance"; 1993; 35mm panoramic still; Hammersmith, London; Surveillance Theatre; Track 55.
"Surveilled Helen"; 1994; side of building; Kensington Church Street; London; The Whole World Is Watched(ing); Trk 6.
"Urban Moon"; 1986; Koyaanisquatsi; A History of Adaptation; Track 44.
“Signal Strength Meter”; 1993; Cable and Satellite Expo-loding; London; Track 66.3.
“CCTV Hijack”; 1993; Ambient Pornage; Track 55.2.
"Nite-ride"; 1997; surveillance dart mounted on 68 Ford Mustang; Los Angeles, Hogs of The Road; Track 5. 
"Assembly Line Panty"; 1998; Marseilles; "Foxy" plant crocadile-eye camera; Ambient Pornage; trk 55.
“Channel Blocked”; 1994; Crypt-Crackers; London; Trk.55.2.
“TV-Homes”; 1993; Cable and Satellite Explo-od(e)ing; London; Track 33.
“Wireless Economies Brackish Web”; 1994; Ford/Motorola ‘Iridium project’; 77 Degrees of Separation; Track 44.
“Dueling Telecartes”; 1994; Greece/London; Anonymous; 77 Degrees of Separation; Track 7.
“Tesla’s Coil”; 1902; photograph by Nikola Tesla; International Tesla Society; The Simulated Tesla; Track 5.
"Nikola Tesla"; 1921; Portrait by Mark Twain; New York City; The Simulated Tesla; Track 55.2.
"Edison Wide Distorto-whack”; 1999; exhibit 667; (Simulated) Witness for the Defense broadcast; Technology Trials; Trk 4.
"Newsspillage"; 1867;1997; holograph journal entry; Tesla's Notebooks; Library of Congress; Track 666.2. 
“Open Architecture”; 1930; Cable and Wireless advert; Brackish Web of Our Undoing; Track 44.
"Rocket color"; Tesla's spacecraft; Info-Op feed 797
"Profile Tesla"; 1887; Society of Noble Persons; New York City; International Tesla Society; The Simulated Tesla; Trk 4.
"Concrete Telegraph"; 1993; London; The City Scribes; Virtual Sidewalk, 44 degrees Lat/ 55 degrees Long.
“Orbiting Billboard”; 1997; Pepsi Cola; NASA; Brackish Web of Our Undoing; Track 66.
"Marconi Ranch"; 1910; snapped by Tesla; Wireless Economies; Track5.
“Polysexual Rilke”; Weather Report bi-pack encryption; Letters To A Youg Poet From Simulated Rilke; Track 43.
"Sound Barrage"; 1999; New Langue Animatic; Man Ray Laser; Advertology; Track 4.
"Man Ray Laser"; 1922; Man Ray; Simulated Man Ray Laser Track 5.
"Lint Face"; 1987; Via Foto; Zip Code Bros; VIA-FOTO Gallery; Track 5.3. 
"Quay"; 1981; b/w still; Street of Crocodiles; The Bros Quay; 
"Ovid Collage" 1988; Via Foto; Ovid Santoro; New York to New York; 
"Microscopic Tire Chafe"; Ford Motor Company; Cleans The Air; Trk 97.w
"Lassie Lingerie Headshake"; 1988; Via Foto; Ovid Santoro; London/London; Anthropomo; Track 4.
"Big Berta" 1993; graphic novel by Marta Meura and Yan Shimony; Blast;  Track 4.
“Cyber Consumers”; 1994; Cable and Satellite Expo; Brackish Web of Our Undoing; Track 3.

“Widebeam West”; 1994; Eutelsat II; Satellite Footprint Map; The Daze Of Our Lives; Track 99.
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about the alt-x virtual imprint
ALT-X PR ESS

Since our inception in 1993,  Alt-X's
primary mission has been to challenge
the art and literary publishing estab-
lishments by supporting some of the
most iconoclastic voices  and vis ions in
contemporary art and writing.  Our
Alt-X Virtual Imprint brings to web-
readers a must-have library of
uncategorizable writing being pro-
duced by some of the most provocative
artists in contemporary new media
culture.  As eclectic writing makes its
footprint into the electrosphere,  we
no longer ask "What is  l iterature?"
but,  more importantly,  "What is  l itera-
ture's  exit strategy?"
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A Virtual Imprint 
of

The Alt-X Digital Arts Foundation

A l s o  I n  T h i s  S e r i e s :

Cows // Ronald Sukenick

. echo //  Alan Sondheim

Hard_Code // edited by Eugene Thacker

How To Be an Internet  Art i s t  // Mark Amerika

Making Scenes  / /  Adreinne Eisen

Neuromantic Fiction // eds Amerika, Samet, Ruhlman

Twil ight  of  the  Bums // Federman/Chambers

All Available On The Web At:
http://www.altx.com
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